TECH

PRO

The challenge, when creating new technology, is to never change too much. The Tech450Pro
does exactly that! Designed to be the “direct replacement” for the hugely popular Tech400Pro,
the Tech450 performs nearly identically to its predecessor, only with the benefits of better
technology! The Tech450Pro has the familiar menu flow, only on an improved color display.
The Tech450Pro works with the vehicle in the same way only with improved hardware making it
more accurate and much faster than the 400Pro! Test drive the Tech450Pro and see what all the
major tire retailers are already experiencing!

þ
High Resolution Color Display
þ
Advanced TPMS Technology for faster programming
þ
Long Lasting, Rechargeable Battery
þ
Improved LF Signal and UHF Detection
þ
Faster Tool Response and Operation
þ
TPMS Placard Adjusting
þ
Programs Popular Aftermarket Sensors
þ
Wi-Fi Updating
Scan the QR
code to check
out this video
þ
2 Year Warranty / 2 Year’s Software

Wireless Functionality
Bluetooth
Connectivity

Wi-Fi
Connectivity

Works with Classic and LE versions. Use
to upload data from the tool to TPMS
Desktop and to connect to the vehicle
OBDII port.

Tech450Pro Kit

Aftermarket Sensor
Programming

Connect to a local Wi-Fi
Progam the industry’s most popular TPMS
router and update your tool Replacement Sensor the Rite-Sensor®. In
directly from Bartec
addition it programs EZ-Sensor,
Servers.
Intellisens® Sens.it and REDI -Sensor®

Inductive
Charging
Purchase the optional wall mounted
charging cradle and not only keep your
tool charged [inductively] but also
keep it safe and in it’s place!

®

RITE-SENSOR Bundle Kit

Technical Specifications
2.8” High Resolution Color Display
?
2.2Ah LiPo Battery - Rechargeable via Micro USB
?
Dimensions: 7.4” tall x 4.2” wide x 1.9” deep
?
Weight: 14.5 ounces
?
Enclosure: Rubber Over-moulded, rugged and
?
ergonomic
Keypad - 7 key membrane dust and water resistant
?
Vehicle Connection: Wired/OBDII, J1692 x 15 pin
?
serial

WRT450PRO

WRT450PRORS24P

Languages: English, French and Spanish
?
Compliance: FCC and IC Approved
?

[855] 877-9732

bartecusa.com
ritesensor.com

